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Darkhorse Tech 
IT for Dental Practices

Dental IT Support, HIPAA Compliance, and Cybersecurity
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Your dental practice has unique IT issues, so you deserve tailor-fit service. No matter what you’re dealing with, we’ll recommend a personalized solution that helps your IT network maintain peak operation for the long run.
	
Access hundreds of services


	
Get flat rates and affordable fees


	
Receive dental-specific solutions



LEARN MORE






STARTUP SOLUTIONS

DSO INTEGRATIONS



Startup Solutions
With hundreds of services available, we’re here to take IT out of your start-up stress. Our on-site and remote teams make sure your practice is ready to open its doors and thrive for years to come.
	
Over 300 services available


	
On-site and remote team access


	
fast, personalized customer service



LEARN MORE



Darkhorse Tech did all of the IT work for my husband's new dental office. From the time we started the project through install, they were truly professional and helpful at every step of the way. They were helpful with all of our questions and explained things to us in a way that our non-IT brains could comprehend.  Highly recommended!
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Listen - doing a dental startup is filled with a million tough decisions. Do yourself a favor and choose Darkhorse Tech for your IT company and check that off the list. They have been professional and prompt to help with whatever we have needed so far. Thanks to Reuben and his awesome team!!
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DSO Integrations
Juggling multiple IT issues across different practice locations? Darkhorse can get all of your offices on one streamlined network so things can run smoothly.
	
Scalable solutions


	
Focused on cyber security


	
Ongoing support & upgrades
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Want To Chat?
You can schedule an intro meeting online! Find a time on our calendar that works for you.
schedule today!
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CONTACT

(800) 868-4504


sales@darkhorsetech.com

CONNECT
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